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2000 Dyer and Groenhill MCMC ( ) 2 $\mathrm{x}n$
[3] $m\mathrm{x}n$
Dyer and Greenhill 2
1 $(42, 38)$ $(10, \ldots, 10)$
$2\cross 8$ 2,000




( ) $\mathbb{Z}(\mathbb{Z}_{+\text{ }}\mathbb{Z}_{++})$ $r=$
$(r_{1}, \ldots, r_{m})\in \mathbb{Z}_{+}^{m}$ $s=(s_{1}, \ldots, s_{n})\in \mathbb{Z}_{+}^{m}$ $N\in \mathbb{Z}_{++}$ } $\sum_{i=1}^{m}r_{t}=\sum_{j=1}^{n}Sj=N$








$\{X\in \mathbb{Z}_{+}^{m\mathrm{x}n}|\sum_{j=1}^{n}X_{ij}=r_{1}$. $(1\leq\forall i\leq m)$ , $\sum_{i=1}^{m}X_{ij}=s_{j}$ $(1\leq\forall j\leq n)\}$
$X_{ij}$ $X$ $i$ $j$ $|\Sigma r,s|$
$\mathrm{V}^{\mathrm{a}_{\text{ }}}$ $m\leq n$ $\Omega_{i}\subset\Sigma_{r,s}$
$\Omega_{i}=\{X\in\Sigma_{r,s}|X_{in}\geq\lceil s_{n}/m\rceil\}$ $k$ $r_{k}= \max\{r_{1}, \ldots, r_{m}\}$
$\tilde{r}$




$(s_{1}, \ldots, s_{n-1}, \lfloor\frac{m-1}{m}s_{n}\rfloor)$ , $s_{n}>1$ ,
$(s_{1}, \ldots, s_{n-1})$ , $s_{n}=1$ ,
$|\Omega_{k}|=|\Sigma_{\tilde{r},\tilde{s}}|$ $\rho=|\Omega_{k}|/|\Sigma r,s|$ $|\Sigma|\tilde{r},\tilde{s}$
$|\Sigma r,s|=|\Sigma|\overline{r},\tilde{s}/\rho$ $\rho$ $|\Sigma_{\overline{r},\overline{s}}|$
$\Sigma_{r,s}$ $\rho$
$M$ $U$ \Omega \sim $(U+1)/(M+1)$ $\rho$
$\Sigma_{\overline{r},\overline{s}}$









1 $k\in\{1, \ldots, m\}$ $r_{k}=\mathrm{m}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\{r_{1}, \ldots, r_{m}\}$ $| \Omega_{k}|\geq\frac{1}{m}|\Sigma r,s|$
1 $\rho$ $\rho\geq 1/m$ 1
2
ffi 1 $r,$ $r’\in \mathbb{Z}_{+}^{2}$ $s\in \mathbb{Z}_{+}^{n}$ $|r_{1}-r_{2}|\leq|r_{1}’-r_{2}’|,$ $\sum_{i=1}^{2}r_{i}=\sum_{1=1}^{2}.r_{\dot{l}}’=\sum_{j=1}^{n}s_{j}=$
$N$ $|\Sigma_{r,s}|$ $|\Sigma r’,s|$ [ $|\Sigma r,s|\geq|\Sigma r’,s|$
2 $r,$ $r’\in \mathbb{Z}_{+}^{m}$ $s\in \mathbb{Z}_{+}^{n}$ $|r_{1}-r_{2}|\leq|r_{1}’-r_{2}’|,$ $r_{i}=r_{i}’(i=3, \ldots, m),$ $\sum_{i=1}^{m}r_{\dot{l}}=$
$\sum_{i=1}^{m}r_{i}’=\sum_{j=1}^{n}s_{j}=N$ $|\Sigma r,s|$ $|\Sigma r’,s|$
$|\Sigma_{r,s}|\geq|\Sigma_{r\prime,s}|$




$r=(r_{1}, \ldots, r_{m})$ $(m-1)$ $S^{+}$ $S_{0}$
$S^{+}=\{y\in S\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}.|y_{i}\geq 0, i=1, \ldots,m\}$ , (1)




$x$ [ $x_{i}=X_{in}$ $(i=1, \ldots, m)$
$X\in\Sigma_{r,s}$
$0 \leq X:\leq\min\{r:, s_{n}\}$ $(i=1, \ldots, m)$ ,
$\sum_{\dot{\iota}=1}^{m}x_{i}=s_{n}$ , $x\in \mathbb{Z}^{m}$ ,
$x=r-y$ $S^{+},$ $S_{0}$ $\exists y\in S^{+}\cap S0\cap \mathbb{Z}^{m}$
$k,$ $l\in\{1, \ldots, m\}$ , k\neq \sim $\mathrm{R}^{m}$ $H_{kl}$
$H_{kl}=\{y\in \mathbb{R}^{m}|-y_{k}+y_{l}=-r_{k}+r_{l}\}$ (3)
$i\in\{1, \ldots, m\}$ $S_{:}$




$|\Sigma y,s-|$ $(y\in \mathbb{Z}_{+}^{m}\cap S0\cap S^{+})$ ,
0(otherwise),
(5)
$s^{-}=(s_{1}, \ldots, s_{n-1})$ [ $| \Sigma r,s|=\sum_{y\in s_{0}}q(y)$ $\sim$
$q(y)$
3 $k\in\{1, \ldots, m\}$ $rk= \max\{r_{1}, \ldots, r_{m}\}$ $l\in\{1, \ldots, m\},$ $l\neq$
$k$ $y\in S_{k}$ $H_{kl}$ $y^{*}=h_{kl}(y)$ $q(y)\geq q(y^{*})$
$i\in\{1, \ldots, m\}$ $Q_{i}= \sum_{y\in s_{\mathrm{s}}}q(y)\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}$
.
$| \Sigma r,s|\leq\sum_{i=1}^{m}Q_{i}$
4 $k$ $r_{k}= \max\{r_{1}, \ldots, r_{m}\}$ $i\in\{1, \ldots, m\}$
$Q_{k}\geq Q_{i}$
4 $k$ $r_{k}= \max\{r_{1}, \ldots, r_{m}\}$ $| \Sigma r,s|\leq\sum_{i=1}^{m}Q_{i}\leq mQ_{k}$
$Q_{k}$
$Q_{k}$ $=$ $|\{X\in\Sigma r,s\}|\forall iX_{kn}\geq X_{in}\}|$
$\leq$ $| \{X\in\Sigma r,s|X_{kn}\geq\frac{1}{m}s_{n}\}|$ $=|\Omega_{k}|$





$\mathrm{d}_{\mathrm{T}\mathrm{V}}(\pi, \nu)$ $\mathrm{d}_{\mathrm{T}\mathrm{V}}(\pi, \nu)=\frac{1}{2}\sum_{x\in\Omega}|\pi(x)-\nu(x)|$ $\Sigma_{r,s}$
– $\pi$ $\epsilon<1$ $–arrow$








$\mathrm{P}\mathrm{r}[(1-\epsilon)|\Sigma r,s|\leq Z\leq(1+\epsilon)|\Sigma r,s|]\geq 1-\delta$
2 $[4, 3]$
1. $1\leq\forall i\leq R,\hat{\rho}_{i}=\mathrm{E}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}.[U_{i}/M]\geq 1/m-\epsilon/6mR$ ,
218
218
2. $| \rho_{i}-\hat{\rho}_{i}|\leq\frac{\xi \mathrm{i}}{6R-\epsilon}\hat{\rho}_{l}$ ,
3. $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{r}[|Z_{l}-\hat{\rho}_{i}|>\frac{\epsilon}{6R-\epsilon}\mathrm{A}^{\cdot}i]\leq\frac{\delta}{R}$
4. $1-\delta$ $|(Z_{1}\cdots Z_{R})^{-1}-(\rho_{1}\cdots\rho_{R})^{-1}|\leq\epsilon(\rho_{1}\cdots\rho_{R})^{-1}$ .
3 $Z$
$\frac{|\mathrm{E}[Z]-\Sigma r,s|}{|\Sigma r,s|}\leq\frac{\epsilon}{4}+\mathrm{e}^{-90R^{3}\epsilon^{-2}\ln(2R/\delta)}<(\frac{1}{4}+\frac{1}{10^{27}})\epsilon$




$=$ $\frac{1}{\hat{\rho}_{i}}\sum_{U\dot{.}=0}^{M}(\begin{array}{ll}M +1U_{\dot{\mathrm{t}}}+1 \end{array}) \hat{\rho}_{i}^{U_{\dot{\mathrm{t}}}+1}(1-\hat{\rho}_{i})^{M-U}\dot{\cdot}=\frac{1}{\hat{\rho}_{i}}\{1-(1-\hat{\rho}_{i})^{M+1}\}$ ,





$| \sigma\prod_{i}\frac{1}{\rho_{\mathrm{i}}}-\sigma\prod_{i}\frac{1}{\hat{\rho}_{i}}|=\sigma\prod_{i}\frac{1}{\rho_{i}}|1-\prod_{i}\frac{\rho j}{\hat{\rho}_{i}}|\leq|\Sigma r_{\tau}s|\{(1+\frac{\epsilon}{6R-\epsilon})R- 1\}$














$||\Sigma r,s|-\mathrm{E}[Z]|$ $\leq$ $\frac{\epsilon}{4}|\Sigma r,s|+\mathrm{e}^{-90R^{\theta}\epsilon^{-2}\ln(2R/\delta)}|\Sigma r,s|$
$\leq$ $| \Sigma r,s|(\frac{\epsilon}{4}+\mathrm{e}^{-90R^{3}\epsilon^{-2}\ln(2R/\delta)})$ .
5
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2002 Crym et al.
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